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InterviewsGetting the most   out of



Welcome Colleagues

My name is Leslie Salazar-Bushell and I am a UX 

Researcher with over 20 years experience. I have worked 

in industries  such as communications, government, 

security, education and most recently entertainment.

I have worked for a few fortune 500 companies, won 

design awards and have a couple of patents.

I believe in community, mentorship and contributing to 

the greater good.
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Interviewing Today
User Experience Research



Working from home, conducting 

research online thru email and 

conference softwares.

Working alone with no or minimal 

support. Army of one doing data 

collection and full analysis.

Resources, time, and access to  

users is limited by the world as it 

conterently is.

Interviews are a method that can be 

utilized in these conditions and get 

most bang for the buck.

Remote Independant Limited Methods

How We Work
In the age of Covid 19



Why we chose this methodology and what makes it hard

The Ying and Yang of Interviews

Lots of Data
Interviews provide a wealth of information that 
needs to be reviewed for trends and impactful 
information..

Deeper Questions and Follow Ups
As participants answer questions they may bring 
up a topic and can go of script.

Tool Variability
Just need a confrancing/testing tool that records a 
session.

Extensive Analysis Needed
Rule of 3. For every min of the interview you capute 
give yourself three for analysis.

Data Consistency
Making sure that questions and topics are covered 
by all participants is tough.

Lack of Features in Tool
Some tools have analysis tools built in, others do 
not.



In an interview there are two data sets that you 

are working with. One is the feedback the 

participant is giving you in the form of the 

recording and the second is the notes that you 

take during the  interview session. So how do 

simplify the data analysis process...

Dealing with the Data and 
Analysis



STOP TAKING NOTES. Start Indexing. 
Interview Tip # 1

1

2

Create Interview Question Script
Outline the script with main topic question and indent follow up questions that 
you want to cover and areas that may be covered. 

Learn to index the interview with the time stamp.
On your script place a space before each question and right before you ask 
question write the timestamp from the recording down. If a participant 
addresses a question before you ask it, note the time on the script next to the 
question.

Develop your code
As participants answer questions use letters, numbers and icons to indicate 
quality responses.
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_____ How many streaming services are you currently using?
_____What services are they?
_____Why these services?
_____How long have you used these services?
_____Are there any services that you are unhappy with?

____Why?
_____What service are you most happy with?

____Why?
_____When streaming content what devices do you use?

_____When are you most likely to use a mobile phone?
_____When do you watch on a tablet?
_____When do you watch on the web?
_____When do you watch on your TV?

1:45
2:00

3:18

8:27
8:27

8:27
4:06

9:35
11:16

12:53
Q

Clip

Insight

QuoteQ

Participant: __________________ Date:_________Stream Use I-03 24 May 21 10AM



The organic nature of an interview is great at 

uncovering unknown issues or getting at the  

heart of users feeling with follow-up questions. 

But this can also lead to one-off tangential 

conversations that make it hard to identify 

patterns.

Dealing with the Follow Ups 
and Consistency 



Be Organic... with a checklist. 
Interview Tip # 2

1

2

Write questions that are conversational in tone.
Nothing kills the flow of an interview that feels like you are reading from a script. But at the same 
time having a script keeps you on task. Address this issue with the tone of your questions. 

As you or the user covers a question physically check the box on that question.
I use the outline tool in Google docs and Word to create physical boxes that I check when I ask 
a question OR when a participant covers a topic.  There is no need to ask a question that is 
being addressed organically.  Removing questions that are being covered also allows you to 
follow the user down a rabbit hole should they go there. It also makes sure that you don’t 
forget a topic or question. 

Plan for the questions that you didn’t think of or didn’t ask. 
Sometimes users spark an idea for a question, or unintentionally answer a 
question you didn’t ask. Allow for this to happen by leaving spaces for a question 
that comes from out of the blue. Time index it. Use a keyword to remember what it 
was about. Consider adding the question in the script for next user.
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❏ _____ How many streaming services are you currently using?
❏ _____What services are they?
❏ _____Why these services?
❏ _____How long have you used these services?
❏ _____Are there any services that you are unhappy with?

❏ ____Why?
❏ _____What service are you most happy with?

❏ ____Why?
❏ _____ __________________________________
❏ _____ __________________________________

❏ _____When streaming content what devices do you use?
❏ _____When are you most likely to use a mobile phone?
❏ _____When do you watch on a tablet?
❏ _____When do you watch on the web?
❏ _____When do you watch on your TV?
❏ _____ __________________________________
❏ _____ __________________________________

1:45
2:00

3:18

8:27
8:27

8:27
4:06

9:35

11:16
12:53

Q

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X 10:57 Love Q

14:42  Game ConsoleX

Clip

Insight

QuoteQ

Participant: __________________ Date:_________Stream Use I-03 24 May 21 10AM



There are many wonderful tools out there that are 

built with the task of gathering UX data. But those 

tools can be expensive or out of budget for your 

project. Or the tool that you have just doesn’t have a 

feature you need.

Dealing with the Tool 
Variability and Analysis



Use tools fully. Maintain written script.  
Interview Tip # 3

1

2

If you have access to a UX tool. Use it.
Data requires multiple passes to analyze the the data properly often times I will use my first pass 
at a recording to annotate session with my indexing. Doing this translations helps me take 
advantage of my recording for my final report presentation.

Use your indexed script as a way to do quick counts or to find your way back to an insight.
Often times after I have completed my interviews I will will print of a copy of my script and use it to do 
a quick count of data and look at the overall direction of data.

Add in notes about the process. Use the script to add data. 
Sometimes as you review you see a way to change your process such as adding in 
a coding element or something that you need to track that no one else has ever 
needed. It’s not too late to add it in.
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❏ _____ How many streaming services are you currently using?
❏ _____What services are they?
❏ _____Why these services?
❏ _____How long have you used these services?
❏ _____Are there any services that you are unhappy with?

❏ ____Why?
❏ _____What service are you most happy with?

❏ ____Why?
❏ _____ ____________________________
❏ _____ __________________________________

❏ _____When streaming content what devices do you use?
❏ _____When are you most likely to use a mobile phone?
❏ _____When do you watch on a tablet?
❏ _____When do you watch on the web?
❏ _____When do you watch on your TV?
❏ _____ When do you watch on Game Console?
❏ _____ __________________________________

3-6

Avg. 2 yr

2

Q

X

Love

 

Clip

Insight

Quote

Demo

Q

Participant: __________________ Date:_________All- 5 Total 24-27 May 21 

4 Q -1

3 3 Q -3
3

3
4

5
2

2

D

Netflix-5 
Disney- 5
Hulu -3

4 D-2



Four methods that are easy to complete WFH.

Covid Research Rut

Have users test designs and 
workflows by trying to complete 
tasks in bata or on a prototype.

Usability Testing

Surveys
Send out questionnaires to target 
users and current customers.

Use the data your company collects 
for insights into behavior.

Google Analytics

User Interviews
Talk with users about their thoughts 

and feelings to gather information 
about a product or process. .



We are lucky as UX Researchers to be able to 

continue our work from home while maintaining 

social distancing protocols. But how do we keep the 

work that we do fun and interesting for us and our 

participants.

Dealing with the Mundane 
Methodologies



Self Interviews
● Set up an Unmoderated Usability Study
● Instead of Task, Ask Interview 

Questions.

1

Make-Up Break Up Letters
● Use Survey Software
● Ask users to pick a feature/product that 

the want to  make-up with or break-up 
with. 

2

Cognitive Walk-Thru
● Instead of asking questions or doing 

tasks ask user to walk you thru a 
process of how they do something.

3

Participant Comparative Analysis
● Have a participant review two products 

at the same time.
 

4

Before/During/After
● Talk with users before they use a feature 

or product about expectations and 
current use

● Record them using a product for the 1st 
time asking questions along the way

● Talk after they use the product to see 
what there overall feeling about feature 
or produc are.

5Try Something New.



THANKS
lsbushell@gmail.com


